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ABSTRACT:

Within the scope of a common evaluation of brightness, rangeand intensity images, this article introduces a new
area based approach to achieve the simultaneous orientation of multiple data types. The actual innovation is the
combined least-squares adjustment, which is an extension of object space image matching with ranges and intensities
as additional observations. The complete mathematical model is specified and discussed. For a representation of
complex object surfaces, the simultaneous consideration of multiple surface patches is described. The principle
of this approach is shown with a synthetic data sample and evaluated with a real data set of a hybrid terrestrial
laser scanner. In the experiments it is demonstrated, that in cases where the orientation of single sensors fails, the
simultaneous orientation of hybrid sensors is still successful. Additionally, it is shown that the simultaneous surface
reconstruction improves the orientation results and that brightness images can be oriented relative to laser scanner
data including range and intensity images.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation

Documentation of building facades is useful in a vari-
ety of applications such as architecture, cultural heritage
recording, virtual reality and urban planning. Currently,
the standard technique for data capture is terrestrial pho-
togrammetry. In recent times terrestrial laser scanning
has gained importance. Also hybrid systems have been
developed, which delivers range and intensity images
from the laser scanner and brightness images from the
camera. In general, the relative orientation between the
two sensors of a hybrid system is pre-calibrated and thus
known with 3 translations and 3 rotations.

These optical measurement techniques provide bright-
ness images, range images and intensity images of the
facade. Brightness images deliver the texture and range
images directly the geometric information of the viewed
object scene, see fig. 1. The intensity images are ad-
ditionally obtained from the laser scanner and contain
the energy of the emitted laser signal, which is reflected
back in the direction of the sensor. Due to their dif-
ferent potential these data types complement each other
and also include redundant information. For instance,

the brightness images give visual information of the ob-
ject scene and also indirect geometric information, i.e.
through stereoscopy and image matching. Image match-
ing is an ill-posed problem and needs good approximate
values of the surface parameter, which can be provided
by a laser scanner. This is only one example that shows
that the fusion of both data types significantly increases
the potential of optical measurement techniques.

Figure 1: The potential of different image types. From
left to right: Brightness, range and intensity image.

However, the orientation of the images is a prerequi-
site for any photogrammetric task involving the trans-
formation between the different sensor data. A new im-
age based approach for the simultaneous orientation of
multiple sensors is presented in this paper. Preliminary
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work on this approach can be found in Wendt & Heipke
(2005).

1.2 Related work

For the area-based orientation of images taken from dif-
ferent positions, also known as registration, several ap-
proaches have been developed in photogrammetry and
computer vision.

A general overview of the orientation of brightness im-
ages is given by Heipke (1997). In the context of this
paper only object based image matching algorithms are
relevant. These algorithms are published in detail in
literature, e.g. Ebner et al. (1987), Wrobel (1987) and
Helava (1988). The functional model includes the sen-
sor parameters, the image orientation and the parame-
ter of the surface function. Kempa (1995) demonstrates
the estimation of the image orientation beside the sur-
face reconstruction. Strunz (1993) and Rosenholm &
Torlegard (1988) show how to orient aerial images with
surfaces in object space. These remarks on brightness
image orientation are also relevant for intensity images.

For range images the task is usually accomplished by
formulating the problem as an optimization: a cost func-
tion is set up, based on metrically estimating the dis-
tance between the corresponding entities of a surface
measured in different views. The optimization techniques
differ by the formulation of the entities as well as the
minimization techniques. The essential difficulty of ori-
entation is the identification of entities in different im-
ages corresponding to the same surface. To solve this
task a lot of research has been carried out in feature ex-
traction, feature description and matching algorithms.
The goal is to find view point invariant matching fea-
tures, to describe them as unique as possible, also with
additional attributes added to the range elements, and to
recognize correspondences in the overlapping data sets.
For the recognition a large variety of optimization meth-
ods has also been developed.

For an general overview concerning range data orienta-
tion refer e.g. to Grün & Akca (2004), Rusinkiewicz &
Levoy (2001) and Williams et al. (1999).

Several approaches have been presented based on the
principle of the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm
introduced by Besl & McKay (1992), Chen & Medioni
(1992) and Zhang (1994). The algorithm directly works
with point clouds in object space and assumes that one
point set is a subset of the other. The basic idea of the
ICP algorithm is that the closest points approximate the
true point correspondences. Modifications of this algo-
rithm were developed for multiple point cloud orienta-
tion and for increasing the accuracy and reliability of

the results, e.g. by giving each point of the cloud addi-
tional attributes, like texture (Johnson & Kang, 1997).
Godin et al. (2001) give each range image element in-
variant attributes and use the Iterative Closest Compati-
ble Point (ICCP) algorithm for the registration process,
where a point is compatible if the value of some asso-
ciated invariant feature, like surface curvature, intensity
measurements or color, is within a given threshold. The
ICCP minimizes distances between a point and the cor-
responding tangential plane of its corresponding candi-
date. Weik (1997) exploits intensity and gradient in-
formation to determine corresponding point sets on the
partial surfaces using an optical flow approach. Pulli
(1997) obtained corresponding candidates by projecting
complete colored meshes against others, performing 2D
image alignment, and pairing mesh points ending at the
same pixel. Gelfand et al. (2005) develop a global regis-
tration algorithm, based on robust feature identification
and correspondence search using geometric descriptors.
Litke et al. (2005) introduce an image processing ap-
proach for surface matching, where instead of matching
two surfaces directly in 3D, a well-established match-
ing methods from image processing in the parameter do-
mains of the surfaces was applied.

A further extension of the ICP algorithm with regard to
the surface description is given by Grün & Akca (2004).
There, the point cloud is represented as a patch-wise sur-
face function. Akca (2005) introduces an extension of
this surface matching approach by using additional in-
tensity values and other surface based data. Kraus et al.
(2006) modify the least-squares matching for strip ad-
justment and quality control for airborne laser scanner
data. They introduce a template matching approach, us-
ing height, intensity and slope information. Neugebauer
(1997) shows how to directly use range images to solve
the orientation problem. The surface is implicitly spec-
ified in the range image as a function of the observed
ranges.

One weakness of the approaches of range and bright-
ness orientation is the limited use of multi-source data.
Additional data is mostly treated as an attribute of the
master data source. In this research we deal with data
sets of objects recorded with more than one sensor type
and multiple views simultaneously. The goal is to use
the full potential of the recorded data for the orientation
estimation.

2 THE NEW ORIENTATION CONCEPT

In this section a new approach for the simultaneous ori-
entation of multiple images is introduced. It is a general
approach to orient images of multiple sensors with and
without known relative orientation. The orientation con-
cept is based on the combination of object based image
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matching and the exploitation of range and intensity im-
ages. The innovation is that image rays of brightness,
intensities and ranges are combined in a least-squares
adjustment.

2.1 The functional model

For the model description, the definition of the various
coordinate systems, the orientation of the individual sen-
sors in object space, the transformation between sensor
space and object space and the definition of the object
surface must be introduced, see fig. 2.

Figure 2: Parameters of the functional model

In sensor space of the brightness image, the coordinate
system [x’,y’,z’] is defined with the origin at the pro-
jection center. Concerning the range image, the sensor
system origin[xL, yL, zL] is defined as the center of the
terrestrial laser scanner. In both sensor systems, the x-
and y-axis are defined in the row and column direction
of the image. The intensity image is related to the same
sensor system as the range image. The object surface
Z(X, Y ) is given in the object space coordinate sys-
tem [X,Y,Z], e.g. in a grid, defined by 4 node points
for each grid cell and an interpolation function, e.g. bi-
linear. Within each grid cell a predefined number of sur-
face elements for the brightness valuesG(X, Y ) and the
intensity valuesI(X,Y ) is defined, see fig. 2. The exte-
rior orientation of the sensor referring to the object space
is given byOC(TC ,RC) for the brightness image and
OL(TL,RL) for the laser data. The parameters of the
orientation consist of three translationsT(tX , tY , tZ)
and three rotations around the X,Y and Z axis, respec-
tively, captured in the rotation matrixR(r11, r12, · · · ,

r33). The relation of a brightness valueg′(x′, y′) to the
corresponding grey valueG(X, Y ) of a surface element
(X, Y ) in object space is outlined in fig. 2. The bright-
ness is a function of the image coordinates, which in turn
depend on the object coordinates and the image orienta-
tion through the collinearity eqs.

g
′(x′

, y
′) = G(X, Y ) (1)

with

x
′ = −c

rC
11∆X + rC

21∆Y + rC
31∆Z

rC
13∆X + rC

23∆Y + rC
33∆Z

(2)

and

y
′ = −c

rC
12∆X + rC

22∆Y + rC
32∆Z

rC
13∆X + rC

23∆Y + rC
33∆Z

(3)

with

∆X = X − tC
x , ∆Y = Y − tC

y , ∆Z = Z(X, Y )− tC
z .

The range values of the laser scanner are expressed as
distancesd in a direction(φ, θ) relative to the[xL, yL,

zL] system.φ is the angle between thexL-axis and the
direction ofd projected into thexLyL plane andθ the
angle between the direction ofd andzL-axis. The ob-
served ranged is identical to the distances between the
observed surface point and the origin of the laser scan-
ner:

d(φ, θ) = s (4)

with

φ = arctan(
yL

xL
) (5)

and

θ = arctan(

p
(xL)2 + (yL)2

zL
) (6)

and

s =
p

(X − tL
X)2 + (Y − tL

Y )2 + (Z(X, Y ) − tL
Z)2 (7)

For the relation of a range valued to the surface function
in object space, the transformation between the range
image sensor system and the object space system is nec-
essary:

0
@

xL

yL

zL

1
A =

`
R

L
´T

0
@

X − tL
X

Y − tL
Y

Z(X, Y ) − tL
Z

1
A (8)

The intensity valuei is also a function of its image co-
ordinates which depend on the object coordinates and
the image orientation through the collinearity eqs. The
relation of a intensity valuei(φ, θ) to the corresponding
reflectance valueI(X,Y ) of a surface element(X, Y )
in object space is:

i(φ, θ) = I(X,Y ) (9)

In this case the intensity valuei is a function of the same
image coordinates as the range value. Thus, eqs. (5), (6)
and (8) are also relevant for the functional description of
(9).
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2.2 Sensor specific extensions

In the case of hybrid sensors the relative orientation be-
tween the camera and the laser scanner coordinate sys-
tem is given by:

e = T
C − T

L (10)

and
R

L
C = R

L(RC)−1 = R
L(RC)T (11)

with e the eccentricity vector between the perspective
centers of the camera and laser scanner andR

L
C the ro-

tation matrix between the two coordinate systems. For
hybrid sensors,e andR

L
C may be known from a cali-

bration step.

The brightness values in image space vary depending on
the light source, surface reflectance and further param-
eters. Therefore, a light and reflection model has to be
included to adjust eq. (1). In the case of small parts on
the surface a linear transfer function between the bright-
ness valueg′ and the grey valueG in object space is
assumed to be sufficient. Eq. (1) then reads:

t0 + t1(g
′(x′

, y
′)) = G(X, Y ) (12)

with linear transfer parameters for offsett0 and scale
factort1.

Finally, a normalization of the intensity values using
the squared distanced should be introduced, since the
amount of energy received at a certain surface patch is
indirectly proportional to the squared distance:

i(φ, θ)

d2
= I(X,Y ) (13)

2.3 Simultaneous consideration of multiple surface
patches

So far, the surface in object space has been described
with one surface patch, cf. fig. 2. In the case of large or
complex 3D objects this description is not sufficient. In
this new orientation approach multiple surface patches
are introduced, as is shown in fig. 3.

Each patch represents a part of the surface with a sepa-
rate surface function described in a local coordinate sys-
tem [XSi , Y Si , ZSi ]; with i = 1, . . . n. These patches
are located in areas of geometric surface variation or
good brightness texture. The size of each patch can be
chosen individually. Unless given otherwise, the object
coordinate system[X, Y, Z] is defined in the first patch,
and the orientations of the other patches with respect to
the first are described by the valuesO

Si( T
Si , RSi).

For instance, the transformation of the pointV
Sn of the

Figure 3: Simultaneous use of multiple surface patches

nth surface patch coordinate system[XSn , Y Sn , ZSn ]
into the object space coordinate system is:

0
@

XV

YV

ZV

1
A = T

Sn + R
Sn

0
@

X
Sn
V

Y
Sn

V

Z
Sn
V

1
A (14)

2.4 Adjustment approach

In the following, the image orientationsO, the surface
function Z(X, Y ) as well as the grey valuesG(X, Y )
and reflectance valuesI(X, Y ) of the surface elements,
are considered as unknowns. The resulting non-linear
observation eqs. read:

vC = bG(X, Y ) − (t0 + t1(g
′(x′( bOC

, bZ(X, Y )),

y
′( bOC), bZ(X, Y )))) (15)

and

vL = s( bOL
, bZ(X, Y )) − d·

(φ{xL( bOL
, bZ(X, Y )), yL( bOL

, bZ(X, Y ))},

θ{xL( bOL
, bZ(X, Y )), yL( bOL

,

bZ(X, Y )), zL( bOL
, bZ(X, Y ))}) (16)

and

vI = bI(X, Y ) −
i

d2
·

(φ(xL( bOL
, bZ(X, Y )), yL( bOL

, bZ(X, Y ))),

θ(xL( bOL
, bZ(X, Y )), yL( bOL

,

bZ(X, Y )), zL( bOL
, bZ(X, Y )))) (17)
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with vC , vL, vI being the adjustment residuals. For rea-
sons of simplicity, the eqs. are only given for one sur-
face patch, an extension to multiple patches is straight
forward. Eqs. (15), (16) and (17) have to be linearized
with respect to the unknowns. The adjustment is then
solved iteratively using standard formulae. In the case
of known relative orientation of a hybrid sensor data set,
the exterior orientation of the brightness images is re-
placed by the orientations of the laser scanner using eqs.
(10) and (11).

3 EXPERIMENTS

Experimental testing was carried out to demonstrate that:

• in cases where the orientation of single sensors fails,
the simultaneous orientation of hybrid sensors is
still successful

• simultaneous surface reconstruction improves the
orientation results

• individual brightness images can be oriented rela-
tive to range and intensity images

The experiments have been performed with both syn-
thetic and real data. To solve the non-linear adjustment,
initial values have to be provided by manual measure-
ments, standard procedures of terrestrial laser scanner
data orientation or alternative orientation techniques. Also
the free datum parameters have to be fixed. In our case,
the datum is defined by 3 translations and 3 rotations. To
define the datum we fix one viewpoint orientation. Al-
ternatively, the datum could be fixed with direct obser-
vations of the datum parameters, measurements of sig-
nalized points or known surfaces in object space. For the
assessment of the test results, the theoretical standard
deviation of the unknowns and the root mean square
(RMS) values of the different groups of observation in
object space are considered.

3.1 Synthetic data

A synthetic data set is used to demonstrate that in cases
when the orientation of single sensors fails, the simulta-
neous orientation of hybrid sensors with known values
for e andR

L
C (see eq. (10) and (11)) is still successful.

The data set contains two adjacent surface patches and
two view points of a hybrid sensor. The images con-
form to normal case stereo images. The object surface
of the first patch contains a geometric strip and the sec-
ond surface patch a rotated radiometric strip. Each sur-
face patch is described with 21 by 21 geometric grid
elements and 300 by 300 brightness grid elements. The

Figure 4: Synthetic data set up

patches cover an area of 20 m by 20 m each and the
distance from the patches to the sensor is 50 m. The
baseline between the sensors is 20 m. In fig. 4 the set up
is shown, the cameras mark the viewpoints of the hybrid
sensor. The X-axis is in the viewing direction to the sur-
face patch. The Y- and Z-axis are parallel to the surface
patch.

The sensor orientation was computed for the following
cases:

1. only brightness images

2. only range images

3. brightness and range images simultaneously

The different observations are all assigned to equal weights.
The iterations were terminated after two successive es-
timates of the unknowns differed by less than one per
mille. If the true position of the viewpoint cannot be es-
timated correctly and accurately, the orientation process
is deemed to have failed.

In table 1 a comparison between the theoretical stan-
dard deviations of the estimated orientation parameters
is listed.

sTx [m] sTy [m] sTz [m]

1 – ∞ –
2 2.8e-003 9.7e-003 6.0e+000
3 2.8e-003 8.5e-003 5.9e-003

sRx [rad] sRy [rad] sRz [rad]

1 – – –
2 2.2e-004 1.8e-004 8.7e-005
3 3.4e-006 5.9e-005 8.6e-005

Table 1: Theoretical standard deviations of the orienta-
tion parameters of the synthetic data set
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In case 1), the radiometric strip runs parallel to the base-
line and it is mapped into the central row of the bright-
ness image. The image gradients in that direction be-
come zero, which results in a singular matrix of normal
equations. The orientation estimation fails. In case 2),
the worst value of the theoretical standard deviation is
in the Z-direction along the geometric strip. Due to nu-
merical reasons it does not become infinite. However,
the orientation estimation is also wrong. Only in case
3), the orientation process is successful in all directions.

3.2 Real data

With the real data set it is shown that the simultaneous
surface reconstruction improves the orientation estima-
tion. The orientation is carried out with view points of
a hybrid laser scanner including brightness, range and
intensity images. It is also shown that individual bright-
ness images can be oriented relative to laser scanner data
within the simultaneous orientation estimation and sur-
face reconstruction.

In the following, three view points of the data setDres-
dner Frauenkirche are used. The data set was recorded
with the hybrid laser scanner Riegl LSM-Z420i. Com-
pared to the synthetic data set, additional effects, like
differences in contrast, varying baselines and varying
sensor to object distances occur. Additionally, intensity
images are available. Calibration values fore andR

L
C

between the laser scanner were determined through the
standard procedure of the sensor manufacturer. Sensor
orientation values were also available and were intro-
duced as initial values.

Figure 5: Real data setup. Left: Surface patch distribu-
tion in relation to the view points. Right: Chosen surface
patches on the facade.

For the orientation test 4 surface patches distributed on
the facade were chosen, cf. fig. 5. The patches are mod-
eled with a geometric grid size of 0.06 m and a radio-
metric grid size of 0.02 m. The resolution of the range
and intensity image is about 0.04 m and of the bright-
ness image about 0.03 m in object space. The accuracy
for a single range measurement is specified with 0.01 m
by the manufacturer. The test, with its planar geometric
characteristics represents a typical case in facade model-
ing. The real data set contains problematic aspects: the

range images are a little noisy and the intensity images
contain a lot of noise. All images include occlusions,
because of the different perspective views. The effects
are considered by:

• different weights for the observations

• a stabilizing function including curvature minimiz-
ers for the surface reconstruction

The stabilization function is used to bridge information
gaps and image noise and is implemented according to
Terzopoulos (1988). The function is an additional obser-
vation concerning the surface reconstruction. The range
observations are used with the weight of 1, the bright-
ness and intensity observations with a weight of 1/1000.
The stabilizing function is considered with 1/10. In the
following three adjustments are carried out:

1. hybrid sensor orientation, given surface

2. hybrid sensor orientation, surface unknown

3. individual sensor orientation, surface unknown

In case 1), the surface of the patches is given by the
range image of the first view point, and is not recon-
structed within the adjustment. For the orientation bright-
ness, range and intensity images are used simultane-
ously. In the case 2), the surface and the orientation
parameters of the hybrid sensors are estimated simulta-
neously. In case 3), the camera is treated as an individ-
ual sensor. The brightness images are oriented relative
to the laser scanner data and are also used to reconstruct
the surface.

RMS G [0..255] RMS s [m] RMS I [0..1]

1 7.5 0.010 0.026

2 4.6 0.015 0.013

3 3.6 0.016 0.013

Table 2: RMS values in object space of the real data
adjustment.

All calculations were successful, in table 2 the resulting
root mean square (RMS) values of the observations in
object space from the three adjustments are shown. The
simultaneous reconstruction of the surface compared to
the given surface in case 1) leads to an improvement for
the brightness and intensity values. The RMS value of
the range image observations decreases, but consider-
ing the spatial resolution of 0.04 m it is still within the
signal noise. In case 3), a further improvement for the
brightness images could be reached.
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In fig. 6 a visualization of the resulting surface and ortho
images of patch 2 is shown. Similarities between the
geometric surface and the brightness ortho images can
be found easily. The dark corner of the intensity image
corresponds to changing material on the surface as also
seen in the brightness image.

Figure 6: Results for patch 2. From left to right: geo-
metric grid, ortho image of the brightness values, ortho
image of intensity values.

4 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a new framework for the simultaneous ori-
entation of multi source images has been presented. The
approach is area based. Within the alignment process
the surface is reconstructed patch-wise simultaneously.
Each patch has to be covered by at least one data source.
But if brightness, range and intensity images are avail-
able, they can be used simultaneously.

With the experiment of the synthetic data set, it is demon-
strated that in cases of failing single source image ori-
entation, the simultaneous orientation approach is still
successful. With the real data set it is shown, that in
case of the simultaneous surface reconstruction an im-
provement of the image orientation could be reached. It
is also demonstrated that individual brightness images
could be orientated relative to the laser scanning data.

The resulting RMS values of the experiment with the
real data set conclude to noisy data of the input images.
An inadequate surface grid size, which leads to discrep-
ancies in the functional model, can be excluded, because
of the flat geometry of the chosen patch locations. Also
the accuracy of 0.01 m for a single range measurement
specified by the manufacturer confirms our statement.

In future work, a test data set will be recorded to provide
an assessment of the absolute accuracy and the flexibil-
ity of this approach. Also more investigations into the
distribution of observations and surface patches and the
numeric stability in terms of singularities in the normal
equations will be performed.

This approach based on approximate values for the ori-
entation parameters. So far no strategy is introduced

to provide approximate values. A future research tar-
get is to develop an automatic coarse orientation concept
based on the simultaneous consideration of brightness,
range and intensity data of hybrid laser scanners.
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